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EQUITIES         

Data as of: 2/28/2020       

          

Index Price WTD% QTD% YTD% 

DJIA 25409.36 -12.36 -10.96 -10.96 

S&P 500 2954.22 -11.49 -8.56 -8.56 

Nasdaq 8567.37 -10.54 -4.52 -4.52 

Russell 2000 1476.43 -12.04 -11.51 -11.51 

Russell 1000 Growth  1683.54 -10.93 -4.91 -4.91 

Russell 1000 Value  1185.92 -12.33 -12.00 -12.00 

Comm. Services 171.25 -9.45 -5.72 -5.72 

Cons. Disc. 915.77 -11.18 -7.15 -7.15 

Cons. Staples 595.21 -10.44 -8.00 -8.00 

Energy 343.53 -15.37 -24.74 -24.74 

Financial Svcs 440.70 -13.54 -13.82 -13.82 

Health Care 1075.66 -10.62 -9.47 -9.47 

Industrials 618.39 -12.17 -10.07 -10.07 

Info. Tech. 1549.24 -11.13 -3.84 -3.84 

Materials 330.67 -12.73 -14.30 -14.30 

Real Estate 227.70 -12.33 -5.25 -5.25 

Utilities 313.85 -11.76 -4.42 -4.42 

MSCI EAFE* 1867.64 -6.66 -8.09 -8.09 

MSCI EM* 1030.67 -4.92 -7.44 -7.44 

          

* MSCI EAFE and MSCI EM values as of 2/27/20     

 U.S. stocks suffered their worst weekly decline since 
the 2008–09 financial crisis as COVID-19 outbreak 
fears intensified and drove a wave of heavy selling. 
One U.S. case of community transmission plus raised 
warning levels from the World Health Organization 
(WHO) and the Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention (CDC) appeared to spark the selling. The 
S&P 500 Index lost more than 11% for the week, 
bringing the seven-day decline to almost 13%, the 
fastest correction to an all-time high ever recorded. 

 All four major U.S. stock indexes we track ended the 
week sharply lower, with losses between 10.5% and 
12.4%. No sector lost less than 9%, while the energy 
sector paced the declines. The defensive consumer 
staples sector held up slightly better than the overall 
market, but there was little dispersion among 
growth, value, cyclical, and defensive. 

 This week’s economic data for January did not 
reflect outbreak-related disruption in the United 
States, and therefore received little attention. The 
Conference Board’s measure of consumer 
confidence remained stable; new and pending home 
sales rose solidly, exceeding expectations; durable 
goods orders (ex. Transportation) jumped a better-
than-expected 0.9%; personal income rose a solid 
0.6%; and consumer spending slightly missed 
consensus estimates with a 0.2% increase.  

 Developed international and emerging markets fell 
on global outbreak news but held up better than the 
United States, with 6.7% and 4.9% declines for the 
MSCI EAFE and MSCI Emerging Markets (EM) 
indexes, respectively, through Thursday. Based on 
MSCI country indexes, China held up relatively well, 
as did Japan. France, Germany, and Korea suffered 
outsized declines. 
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The yield presented refers to the corresponding index except for the 
U.S. Treasury (UST) data, which is of individual Treasury note securities 
and not an index. The Currency and Commodity data presented are 
quotes of the exchange rate. This data is from FactSet.  

 
 Fixed income prices were up again during the week 

as fears over the Coronavirus outbreak and related 
economic uncertainty drove yields lower. The U.S. 
Treasury curve shifted downwards with the 10-year 
Treasury yield falling 28 basis points (0.28%) to a 
record low of 1.18%, the first time it has ever traded 
below 1.2%. The 30-year U.S. Treasury yield also hit 
a record low, and the 2-year U.S. Treasury 
plummeted 38 basis points (0.38%) amid heightened 
speculation of a Federal Reserve (Fed) rate cut. The 
U.S. Government Bond Index was the week’s top 
performer, finishing up through Thursday’s close. 
High-yield bonds and emerging market debt were 
the only indexes we track to end the week with 
sizeable losses. 

 Oil slid more than 15% during the week, slumping to 
its lowest weekly close since mid-2017 and deeper 
into bear market territory on falling demand 
expectations. Gold provided little protection as a 
hedge, trading mostly sideways through Thursday 
before falling sharply on Friday, its biggest daily 
decline since 2013. The U.S. dollar lost ground 
during the week, only its second down week in the 
past eight. Copper also declined on global demand 
concerns. 

 Next week’s U.S. economic calendar includes the 
Institute for Supply Management (ISM) Purchasing 
Manager’s Index (PMI) for manufacturing and the 
February jobs report, which will likely see some 
outbreak impact. The Super Tuesday Democrat 
presidential primaries are next week. 

 Internationally, the most important data to watch 
will be more PMI data coming out of China, where 
the impact from the virus outbreak is expected to be 
significant. In Europe, PMI and consumer inflation 
data are on the docket. 

 

 
 

FIXED INCOME, CURRENCIES, AND COMMODITIES  

Data as of: 2/28/20 

          

Yield Latest EOW EOQ EOY 

90 Day UST 1.26 1.56 1.55 1.55 

2 Yr UST 0.96 1.34 1.58 1.58 

10 Yr UST 1.18 1.46 1.92 1.92 

30 Yr UST 1.70 1.90 2.39 2.39 

      

   % Return 
Fixed 
Income* Yield WTD QTD YTD 

US Agg 1.85 0.55 3.03 3.03 

US Agg Govt. 1.27 1.14 4.11 4.11 

US TIPS 1.44 0.49 2.95 2.95 

Munis 1.29 0.68 3.04 3.04 

HY Munis 3.32 0.98 4.54 4.54 

Inv. Grade 2.52 -0.04 3.12 3.12 

High Yield 6.37 -1.95 -0.77 -0.77 

MBS 2.07 0.27 1.33 1.33 

Global Agg 1.15 0.74 1.31 1.31 

Intl. Sovereign  0.33 0.11 2.66 2.66 

JPM EMBI 4.86 -1.29 2.30 2.30 

      

  % Change 
Currencies & 
Commodities Price WTD QTD YTD 

US Dollar 98.11 -1.16 1.79 1.79 

EUR/USD 1.10 1.69 -1.67 -1.67 

USD/JPY 107.95 -3.24 -0.61 -0.61 

WTI Oil 45.35 -15.04 -25.73 -25.73 

Gold 1583 -4.01 3.91 3.91 

Copper 2.55 -2.42 -9.01 -9.01 

          
*Data as of 2/27/20       
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IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES  
This material is for general information only and is not intended to provide specific advice or recommendations for any individual. There 
is no assurance that the views or strategies discussed are suitable for all investors or will yield positive outcomes. Investing involves risks 
including possible loss of principal. Any economic forecasts set forth may not develop as predicted and are subject to change.  
 
References to markets, asset classes, and sectors are generally regarding the corresponding market index. Indexes are unmanaged 
statistical composites and cannot be invested into directly. Index performance is not indicative of the performance of any investment and 
do not reflect fees, expenses, or sales charges. All performance referenced is historical and is no guarantee of future results. 
 
Because of its narrow focus, specialty sector investing, such as healthcare, financials, or energy, will be subject to greater volatility than 
investing more broadly across many sectors and companies. 
 
U.S. Treasuries may be considered “safe haven” investments but do carry some degree of risk including interest rate, credit, and market 
risk. Bonds are subject to market and interest rate risk if sold prior to maturity. Bond values will decline as interest rates rise and bonds 
are subject to availability and change in price. 
 
All information is believed to be from reliable sources; however, LPL Financial makes no representation as to its completeness 
or accuracy.  
 
For a list of descriptions of the indexes referenced in this publication, please visit our website at lplresearch.com/definitions. 

This research material has been prepared by LPL Financial LLC. 

Securities and advisory services offered through LPL Financial (LPL), a registered investment advisor and broker-dealer (member 
FINRA/SIPC). Insurance products are offered through LPL or its licensed affiliates. To the extent you are receiving investment advice 
from a separately registered independent investment advisor that is not an LPL affiliate, please note LPL makes no representation 

with respect to such entity.  

If your advisor is located at a bank or credit union, please note that the bank/credit union is not registered as a broker-dealer or 
investment advisor. Registered representatives of LPL may also be employees of the bank/credit union. These products and services 
are being offered through LPL or its affiliates, which are separate entities from, and not affiliates of, the bank/credit union. Securities 

and insurance offered through LPL or its affiliates are: 

Not Insured by FDIC/NCUA or Any Other Government Agency | Not Bank/Credit Union Guaranteed | Not Bank/Credit Union 
Deposits or Obligations | May Lose Value 
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